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From 29 July to 29 September HeBIS tested WinIBW3.6 in some libraries and LBS. This Report describes the appearing problems.

The report for cataloguing in right-to-left script is separated in the document: Failure report of cataloguing with right-to-left script.

1. Wrong display in WinIBW

There are several problems with the display in WinIBW3.6. Some of them are still present since WinIBW3.2.

1.1 No display of German umlauts in full presentation screen

In some cases the display of German umlauts are incorrect. Most times this concerns subfields in links. In a view cases it appears also in other parts of a record without any subfield.

Example 1: wrong display of German umlauts without subfield in field 4000
Example 2: wrong display of German umlauts within subfield of field 4089

Example 3: wrong display of German umlauts within subfield of field 4085
1.2 Disappearing icons from the menu bars

Sometimes several icons are not shown in the menus, so some menu bars just appear plain. The tooltips still work and the items can be entered by a mouse click. This affects all icons, also in the custom toolbars.

With a restart of WinIBW the icons are shown again.

1.3 Flashing paste icon

In WinIBW3.6 the paste icon in the toolbar is not steady. It flashes up all the time. In some cases this phenomena comes along with the mouse moving. This problem is known since WinIBW3.2.

2. LBS

2.1 Communication between CMS and LBS

Since WinIBW3.2 there are several problems in the communication between CBS and LBS. This is shown in cut records and strange behaviour of random displayed records and screens.

As reason we located the login in LBS and a following change to CBS.

2.2 The Button “Bestellung anzeigen” (show order) does not work in the screen “Liferantenübersicht” (distributor screen?)

In the distributor screen in LBS the button to show the order is not working. When the button is used, a failure message is shown: “order not found”.

This problem was also present in WinIBW3.3.
3. Whishes
Since WinIBW3.6 causes some changes in the handling, also some wishes had been marked.

3.1 Retain to the user set window order
Every time using a linking function from the edit screen, the window order is set back to full screen. So every time the users need to set the windows new to another order.

Working with WinIBW3 would be easier, if you would not need to chance back to another order after using the linking functions.
Example 6: user set window order in vertical order

Example 7: window order after using a linking function
3.2 Re-implementation drop down menu “Declaration” in Script Editor
Since the drop down menu in the script editor has been removed, there is no easy way to find functions in user scripts.

With the drop down menu the function names where listed. The selected one was focused in the script editor.

Example 8: drop down menu “Declarations” at WinIBW3.3

3.3 non-proportional font in Script Editor
In WinIBW3.6 the script editor has the option to change the font. But there is no non-proportional font offered.
A non-proportional font would make scripting easier.